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Opinion: Biden letting his opponent self-destruct 
By Edward L. Marcus 

May 27, 2020 

Trump is in the news every day and it usually is about something disturbing, like his taking the 

unproven, often dangerous hydroxychloroquine. Earlier, he suggested that injecting disinfectants 

in the human body could help fight the virus — an idea that was quickly shouted down by 

Clorox and Lysol as being completely absurd and dangerous. 

 

More fodder for the ever-filling Trump coffin of really bad ideas. 

 

The taking of hydroxychloroquine, incidentally, is known to potentially cause fatal, dangerous 

abnormal heart rhythms. Even Neil Cavuto, a Fox News host on the typically pro-Trump 

network, followed with a warning that should scare anyone less arrogant than Trump, saying that 

if you have a pre-existing condition Trump’s drug “will kill you.” “I cannot stress enough, this 

will kill you,” he said. Of course, with Trump you never know if he really is taking this stuff or, 

as in so many times before, simply not telling the truth. 

 

Meanwhile, some supporters of Joe Biden are complaining that the former vice president is not 

making enough noise and is not sufficiently visible. 

 

Well, it is hard to campaign against a candidate for president that is seemingly digging his own 

grave. Why fight for the shovels? 

 

People looking for a noisier campaign seem to forget that Biden is adhering to all the virus 

restrictions that remain in place. It is very difficult to hold rallies, shake hands and campaign in 

the usual fashion. 

 

When you are president you can sneeze and the press comes calling. In Trump’s case, no matter 

what the issue is, he will lie. Then he is immediately exposed by competent news reporters. The 

latest count has him up to somewhere between 18,000 and 20,000 confirmed lies since he took 

office. 

 



Trump, as is obvious, is a congenital, persistent liar. Given free airtime, he will turn it into a lie 

fest. He cannot help himself and the American people, for the most part, really are on to him. 

 

Biden, incidentally, is doing his bit judiciously with numerous television and radio “hits” and 

appearances on local stations in both swing states as well as on Spanish language radio, 

particularly at night. In recent weeks he has been interviewed by the usual suspects, including 

Jimmy Kimmel, Jimmy Fallon, Chuck Todd and George Stephanopoulos. 

 

Today, most voters see Joe Biden as he really is — a kind, fair and compassionate man who can 

and will protect the United States of America. Trump repeatedly comes across as a buffoon. He 

is starting to not only act but even look the part. 

 

The bottom-line: Biden is up by 5 to 9 percentage points in virtually all national polls. He also 

has taken the lead in all of the so-called battleground states. Remember, once officially 

nominated, Biden will get the same attention as Trump — every proverbial sneeze will be 

covered. 

 

This has been Trump’s time, with his daily briefing farce. Anything he says makes headlines yet 

he is still losing. But none of this time has gone to waste for Joe Biden. He is too smart to 

counter Trump’s self-immolation. At the same time, he is moved to build coalitions with both 

disappointed Bernie Sanders supporters and Elizabeth Warren fans. 

 

Biden will pick up the pace soon. Trump cannot run fast enough to catch him. 

 

Attorney Edward L. Marcus is former chairman of the Democratic State Central Committee in 

Connecticut and former State Senate majority leader. 
 


